COMPANY PROFILE

The Quadrifoglio Group
The Quadrifoglio Group, founded in 1991, designs and manufactures office furniture that is 100% made in Italy. We are the complete solution to every office living need, able to design environments that improve work efficiency and well-being. Our headquarters, plant and warehouse are based in Northeast Italy, in one of the largest furniture manufacturing hubs in Europe.
mission
To create office furniture, seating, lighting and accessories while keeping in mind the complete wellness of the user, mixing together design, flexibility, functionality, quality, price and respect for the environment.
Total quality and respect for the environment in all company processes. Quality, security and reliability of our products according to the Italian, European and international laws; research of reliable and certified suppliers and partners; respect for the environment; safety and diversity management in the working place; support of the social community.

We are certified UNI EN ISO 9001:2000, UNI EN ISO 14001:2004, BS OHSAS 18001:2007, Ecological Panel. Our products are tested by international external authorities such as Catas and FCBA. Our headquarters has a photovoltaic system to produce renewable and clean energy.
QUADRIFOGLIO designs and manufactures office furniture offering the best relationship between price and quality. Executive desks and workstations, reception counters, meeting and conference boardrooms, storage systems and accessories.
OFFICITY is a high-end design-led brand for refined and prestigious office environments, which maintain the company’s image while creating high-class sensation of design. A new and complete office style concept with minimalist design and exclusive materials: executive desks and workstations, reception, meeting and conference boardrooms, storage systems and partitions walls.
Seating is a vital element of work. Ergonomics, quality, best use analysis and space-shape relationship must be the core of the design and manufacturing process of every model.

That is how OFFISIT works, supplying solutions that are 100% Made in Italy. A complete catalogue of executive, task, guest and stacking, lounge and conference chairs.
Research on shapes and materials such as carbon fiber and glass fiber inspires the design of light concept by KARBOXX, a high tech company who collaborates with well-known designers and architects to create interior lighting.
A collection created to light up office environments, giving special attention to the needs of professional practices, executive offices and open spaces. NYX by Karboxx uses the best of lighting technology, perfected in laboratory research, to achieve the maximum wellness. Furthermore, it manages both visual and acoustic comfort integrating LED lighting to acoustic panels.
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Design Stories is a project launched by The Quadrifoglio Group to tell the story of the developmental process of their products through the words of the architects and designers who create them.

www.designstories.it